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Hitler's if once the Austrian barrier were to fall. Accordingly,
Hungary's policy in 1933 was to cultivate her entente with Italy and
to show reserve towards any overtures from Germany, as far as that
could be done without giving positive offence. In response to an
invitation from Heir Hitler, the Hungarian Prime Minister, General
Gombos, did pay a visit to Berlin on the 18th June; but, in an inter-
view given on his return journey through Vienna, next day, to the
Austrian press, the Magyar statesman was careful to declare that
"the purpose of3 his 'trip to Berlin was chiefly economic. Harvest
time' was 'near; and Hungary' required 'markets for her surplus
agricultural products'. Thereafter, the Hungarian Government
entered into those negotiations with the Italian and Austrian Govern-
ments, under Signor Mussolini's auspices, which resulted, on the
17th March, 1934, in the conclusion of a three-Power agreement.
This agreement, which will be described in a later volume, was
undisguisedly intended to erect a barrier in the way of a south-
eastward expansion of 'the Third Reich' without giving Herr Hitler
any excuse for officially taking offence.
For the states members of the Little Entente, individually and
collectively, the situation created by the advent of Herr Hitler to
power in Germany was perhaps less complicated, though certainly
not less dangerous, than it was for Hungary.
Individually, Czechoslovakia was more gravely threatened than
either of her allies; for while Rumania and Jugoslavia had no quarrel
with either Austria or the Reich and little to fear directly for them-
selves if the two German states were to join forces, the Anschluss
would at once place Czechoslovakia in an even more awkward pre-
dicament than it would create for Hungary. Czechoslovakia would
not only, like Hungary, find herself an immediate neighbour of a
Greater Germany, but she would be surrounded by this neighbour
on three sides. The Austrian and the Silesian arm of the German
colossus would grip between them, in a vice, the Bohemian heart of
the Czechoslovak state, and would threaten to saw the hyphenated
republic in sunder at its slender waist, in a zone where its new-found
unity was weakened, in any case, by the physical barrier of the Car-
pathians and the political mesintelligence between Czechs and
Slovaks. This Moravian corridor between Slovakia and Bohemia was
thickly strewn with enclaves of German population—the largest of
them at Briinn—which led like stepping-stones across the narrow
Slavonic gulf between a German Lower Austria and a German Upper
Silesia. And these were only a fraction of the German community
within the Czechoslovak frontiers. All told, the German minority in

